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" Later, near the end of the Clone Wars, Yoda himself entered the cave under the guidance of Qui- Gon who had learned how to speak from beyond.. A domain of evil it is In you must go ""What's in there?""Only what you take with you.. Starwars com has posted a pretty funny Robot Chicken: Star Wars Episode III video promoting the release of The Force Unleashed II.

Keog Boorn left the planet and reported that there was nothing on Dagobah, the signal just an atmospheric disturbance.

In Battlefront II's Dagobah map, the cave is one of several command posts; inside it, players can hear Darth Vader's distinctive breathing sound.

While in the cave, he found a beacon left behind by Jorj Car'das In 1 4 ABY, the dark side power of the cave was siphoned by the Disciples of Ragnos.. Star Wars: Return of the Jedi Dark Side Cave - Wookieepedia Dark Side Cave"That place… is strong with the dark side of the Force.

The two both emerged victorious Uldir, who was not Force- sensitive however, encountered nothing in the cave but vast emptiness.. Soon after the exile, an Imperial scout named Keog Boorn investigated a signal near the cave.. In 2 2 ABY, Anakin Solo, Tahiri Veila, and Uldir Lochett entered the cave after Anakin had a recurring nightmare of becoming the infamous Darth Vader.. [2]Yoda experiences a vision of Darth Sidious in the cave During the birth of the Rebellion, the clone of Starkiller spoke with Yoda briefly before entering the cave to look for the answers he sought.. She was able to pull Luke's lightsaber away from him when his vision suddenly ended.. This time, he had a vision of a possible past, one where Mara Jade accompanied Jabba the Hutt's retinue to the sarlacc.. He faced down other clones of Starkiller and had to carefully traverse some deep
pits. e10c415e6f 
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